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at least a certain opposition to Individualism; and, if it is admitted 
that the higher Socialism must include the higher Individualism, the 
use of terms naturally understood as implying an opposition seems 
confusing. On the whole, the net result of Mr. Ball's contention 
seems to be that " educated Socialism" has ceased to be Socialism. 
The " Evolution of Socialism" seems to be at the same time its 
euthanasia. 

Perhaps, if this most profitable discussion is further prolonged, 
Mr. Brocklehurst may be able to enlighten me further on his atti- 
tude in this matter; or possibly Mr. Ball may explain the point 
more fully in the second article which he appears to promise. In 
the meantime, I am disposed to agree with Mr. Bosanquet in 
thinking that the use of such terms as Individualism and Socialism 
is wholly misleading and confusing; though, at the same time I 
think that Mr. Ball is right in urging that the so-called Socialists 
have brought out some important elements in our present social 
problems which the writers of the "Aspects" have on the whole 
tended to ignore or to minimize. 

J. S. MACKENZIE. 
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, CARDIFF. 

BOOK REVIEWS. 

SOCIAL RIGHTS AND DUTIES: Addresses to Ethical Societies. By 
Leslie Stephen. In two volumes. London: Swan Sonnenschein; 
New York: Macmillan, i896. (The Ethical Library.) Pp. 255, 
267. 

The apologia is a form of literature much in favor with members 
of Ethical Societies. Nor is this unnatural. They have still to 
explain and defend their existence. To the readers of these two 
volumes, however, any further defence will probably appear un- 
necessary. To have produced them is a sufficient vindication of 
the existence of an Ethical Society. Yet Mr. Stephen's opening 
address is a contribution to Ethical Society apologetics. This 
address is remarkable not only for what it says, but also-and even 
more-for what it leaves unsaid. Other apologists sometimes fail 
to give the reader a clear idea of the essential nature of an Ethical 
Society. It is represented by them as having a dual nature, the 
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two leading properties of which are not obviously capable of being 
developed harmoniously. We are left in doubt whether its primary 
purpose is a speculative one-the ascertainment of the nature of 
morality-or a practical one,-the cultivation of morality in the 
individual life and in social arrangements. As a result we are often 
not sure whether we have to do with a learned society or with a 
church. It may be answered, of course, that we have to do with 
both at the same time; that the Society is a church; that its object 
is both to ascertain the truth and to make it manifest in men's 
lives. But it is just in this double purpose that the difficulty lies. 
The practical and propagandist side of an Ethical Society's work 
would seem likely to be effective only if its members are agreed as 
to the main principles of morality. And the amount of agreement 
that exists does not seem to be very great. One point of agreement 
is indeed brought out. Dogma must be excluded from the basis of 
morality. Mr. Stephen frankly assumes that those to whom and 
for whom he speaks have thrown over the theology of the churches. 
Is their aim, then, to undertake the moral regeneration of mankind, 
an object which the churches have in their own way been pursuing? 
Clearly, a certain amount of the activity of Ethical Societies would 
seem to run in this direction. They, too, for instance, have their 
Sunday-schools, to which all-even the orthodox-are invited to 
send their children. If proselytism is the mark of a living church, 
they will pass the test. 

Now it is noteworthy that Mr. Stephen does not seem to take any 
account of this function of an Ethical Society. He regards it not 
as an organization for converting the world, but as a society for 
assisting its own members in the rational investigation of a set of 
problems. It is, he says, " primarily the aim of an Ethical Society 
to promote the rational discussion of those underlying ethical 
principles,"-that is, of the ethical principles underlying social 
questions. But these principles are allowed to be still in the stage 
of discussion; and " we desire to see the great controversy carried 
on in the nearest approach to a scientific spirit." The phrase 
" scientific" is held to mean that dogma is no guide. " We hold 
in common that the old dogmas are no longer tenable, though we 
are very far from being agreed as to what should replace them." 
" We as members of Ethical Societies have no claim to be, even in 
the humblest way, missionaries of a new religion; but are simply 
interested in doing what we can to discuss in a profitable way the 
truths which it ought to embody or reflect." These are words of 
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sobriety, if not of enthusiasm. When a society is still in the stage 
of discussion, missionary enterprise is premature. A church with 
only one article in its creed, and that a negative one, might be 
successful in destroying an old morality, but would hardly have 
much prospect of building up anew the moral character of man. 

No doubt a positive side may be discovered to the Ethical 
Societies' creed. It is not only a denial of the theological basis of 
morality; it is an assertion (in Mr. Stephen's words) that morality 
is "a product of human nature." Yet this positive assertion 
scarcely veils the want of agreement as to what human nature is 
and involves, especially on its rational side. Mr. Stephen, for 
instance, is not only sure that theology is worthless, he is also con- 
vinced of the "vanity of philosophizing." On the other hand, 
speculative metaphysics flourishes even in the inner circle of 
Ethical Societies, and is fearlessly applied to the solution of prac- 
tical questions. In view of this divergence there is much to be 
said for Mr. Stephen's way of regarding the functions of an Ethical 
Society. It seems hardly fitted to bring united action to bear upon 
practical questions, or to undertake any propagandism which is 
more than merely destructive. But it is of value for purposes of 
mutual stimulus and enlightenment, and also for encouraging the 
discussion of social and political questions from an ethical point of 
view. 

Mr. Stephen's separate studies have a unity of character not 
merely because they regard social questions from an ethical point 
of view, but because the social aspect of morality is always promi- 
nent. Society is the bearer of morality, a moral organism; and 
the individual is moral in so far as guided by social instincts and 
interests. Thus it would appear almost all one to assert that society 
is a moral organism and that morality is social. If it were a ques- 
tion of philosophical ethics, this position would require further 
elucidation. But Mr. Stephen has dealt with the philosophy of 
ethics elsewhere, and in these volumes he limits himself to applying 
his point of view. As a result, we have, in particular, the admirable 
studies of luxury, competition, and punishment. In all of these 
we see the working of the double maxim that society is moral and 
morality social. It is when it becomes unsocial that luxury is 
immoral, or rather that we give to enjoyment the dyslogistic name 
of luxury. " Luxury is characteristic of a class with narrow out- 
look, and devoted to such enjoyments as are, by their nature, 
incapable of communication." " The direction in which we 
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should look for improvement is not so much in directly prescribing 
any Spartan or ascetic system of life, as in cultivating in every one 
who possesses superfluities the sense of his implicit responsibility to 
his fellows, which should go with every increase of wealth, and the 
conviction, not that he should regard pleasure as in itself bad, but 
that he should train himself to find pleasures in such conduct as 
makes him a more efficient member of the body corporate of 
society." 

The same attitude is preserved in the sober, because modified, 
defence of competition. Thus the social value of competitions for 
rewards and places is dwelt upon. "So far as the end of such 
competitions is good, the normal motives cannot be bad. The end 
of a fair competition is the discovery of the ablest men, with a 
view to placing them in a position where their talents may be 
turned to most account. It can only be achieved so far as each 
man does his best to train his own powers, and is prepared to test 
them fairly against the powers of others. . . . If he works simply 
with the desire of making the best of himself, and if the reward is 
simply such a position as may enable him to be most useful to 
society, the competition which results will be. bracing and invigor- 
ating, and will appeal to no such motives as can be called, in the 
bad sense, selfish. He is discharging a function which is useful, it 
is true, to himself; but which is also intrinsically useful to the whole 
society." At the same time, " Competition is as far as possible 
from being the solitary condition of a healthy society. It must be 
not only a competition for worthy ends by honorable means, 
but should be a competition so regulated that the reward may bear 
some proportion to the merit. . Competition, therefore, we 
might say, could be unequivocally beneficial only in an ideal 
society; in a state in which we might unreservedly devote our- 
selves to making the best of our abilities and accepting the con- 
sequent results, without the painful sense in the background that 
others were being sacrificed and debased; crushed, because they had 
less luck in the struggle, and were, perhaps, only less deserving in 
some degree than ourselves." 

A still more elaborate application of the same principle is given 
in the careful and lucid essay on punishment. Punishment is re- 
garded as but one of the means by which society secures its own 
preservation and moralization. The deterrent theory has its rights, 
but an extended meaning must be given to " deterrence." What 
society seeks to produce and maintain is an organization which 
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will give security to its members. And this " involves much more 
than the simple execution of the criminal law; it involves the 
support of agencies for prevention, education, and reformation." 
The character and circumstances of the offender, therefore, may 
not be left out of account. " For the growth of the social order 
depends upon the growth of the corresponding social instincts- . . 
The moral requirement in regard to the criminal law is, therefore, 
essentially that it should be such a law as is favorable, when con- 
sidered in connection with the whole order, to the strength and 
development of the existing morality." Deterrence should, 
therefore, be regarded as " including or coinciding with reforma- 
tion, as indicating a part of the general system of moral pressure 
by which the classes exposed to temptation may be gradually raised 
in the scale of civilization." 

Enough has, perhaps, been said to show the interest attaching to 
the essays in these two volumes, as well as their general point of 
view. On such subjects it is inevitable that Mr. Stephen should 
often repeat what has been said before; but he never does so with- 
out himself adding point and felicity of phrase to the familiar doc- 
trine. The addresses to which reference has not been made above 
are on science and politics, the sphere of political economy, social 
equality, ethics and the struggle for existence, heredity, the duties 
of authors, the vanity of philosophizing, forgotten benefactors. I 
must content myself here with enumerating the titles. It is almost 
superfluous to say that they will all repay reading. 

One remark remains to be made which may, I fear, appear un- 
gracious. But it is part of the duty of a reviewer to point out that 
the contents of the volumes, however excellent as Ethical addresses, 
do not justify the title of "Social Rights and Duties." It is a 
good title, and every reader of these addresses would welcome a 
treatise from Mr. Stephen which fairly covered the field. But it 
is certainly misleading where it stands. 

W. R. SORLEY. 
UNIVERSITY OF ABERDEEN. 

AN ETHICAL MOVEMENT. A Volume of Lectures. By W. L. 
Sheldon, Lecturer of the Ethical Society of St. Louis. New 
York and London: Macmillan & Co., z896. PP. 349. 

These sixteen lectures give an admirable illustration of the scope 
and spirit of that Ethical Movement to which Mr. Sheldon is de- 
voted. They are especially to be commended to those who have 
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